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Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License

This is the latest version of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. It is published by the Creative Commons Organization under the Attribution License.

The license is a permissive license that allows creators to retain copyright without making the work available under a Creative Commons license. It is available in multiple versions, including the Attribution License.

Section 1: Introduction

The Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (Attribution License) is a legal agreement that allows creators to retain copyright without making the work available under a Creative Commons license. It is available in multiple versions, including the Attribution License.

Section 2: Rights

The license grants the right to use, copy, modify, distribute, and perform the work publicly, provided that the creator is credited appropriately.

Section 3: Conditions

The license comes with certain conditions, including the requirement to credit the creator appropriately.

Section 4: Notwithstanding Disclaimers

The license does not preclude use of the work for any purpose, including for non-commercial or commercial purposes.

Section 5: Non-Commercial Use

The license allows for non-commercial use of the work, but not for commercial purposes.

Section 6: Other Terms and Conditions

The license includes additional terms and conditions, such as the requirement to include a notice of attribution.

Section 7: Attribution

The license requires that the creator be credited appropriately, and includes examples of how to do so.

Section 8: Disclaimers

The license includes certain disclaimers, including disclaimers of warranty and liability.

Section 9: Legal Advice

The license is not a substitute for legal advice, and creators should seek legal advice before using the license.

Section 10: Acknowledgments

The license includes acknowledgments to the creators who contributed to the development and promotion of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.

Section 11: Legal Status

The license is not legally binding, and creators should seek legal advice before using the license.

Section 12: Limitations

The license includes limitations on the use of the work, including the requirement to include a notice of attribution.

Section 13: Compliance

The license requires compliance with certain rules, including the requirement to include a notice of attribution.

Section 14: Further Information

For more information about the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, please visit the Creative Commons website.

Additional terms and conditions may apply under this license.